3. Hang Trellis Net

Hang trellis net over top T-connectors. Tie trellis net to the cross bar at equal intervals. Tie trellis net down the aluminum tubes at even intervals, starting at the top and working down.

Note:
The trellis net measures 4 squares across by 9 squares long.
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Your Package Includes:
1 Trellis Net
2 Aluminum Tubes with Crimped Ends

Make sure all components are handy before beginning your assembly. No tools are required.

1. Remove Trellis Net and Cross Bar from Your Staking System

Remove existing trellis net from your Staking System and detach the horizontal cross bar with the plastic T-Connectors.

2. Insert Crimped Tubes

Insert the crimped end of a crimped aluminum tube into the top of one vertical aluminum tube. Repeat on the opposite side.

3. Attach Cross Bar

Place the top cross bar, from your disassembled Staking System, into each end of the aluminum tubes.
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